CAMERA SYSTEMS
GOPRO MAX
BLACK 360 DEGREE
5.6K CAMERA SYSTEM
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Take panoramic footage with this
GoPro MAX digital camera. The
16.6MP sensor captures detailed
footage and 360-degree views, and
the six built-in microphones record
immersive audio. This GoPro MAX
digital camera has a touch display
that lets you switch between standard
and 360-degree video modes and
choose from multiple digital lenses to
customize your footage.
P/N 11-17553..........$499.99
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MYPILOTPRO MOUNTS FOR
GOPRO CAMERAS
PIVOT MOUNT - MyPilotPro is perfect for
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any private pilot or student pilot who wants
to relive their flying experience on a GoPro.
The mount will attach to any aircraft’s rear or
wing tie down. A 3-way pivot arm is included
to compensate for the wing dihedral angle.
Compatible with all GoPro cameras. Made
in the USA........P/N 13-18886............$59.95
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SWIVEL MOUNT - MyPilotPro Swivel
teamed up with RAM Mounts to deliver
the best and most versatile GoPro aviation
mount in the industry! MyPilotPro Swivel
allows your GoPro to articulate in any
direction or angle. Attaching MyPilotPro
Swivel to your airplane tie downs is simple,
secure, and doesn’t require any tools. It is
compatible with all GoPro cameras. Made in
the USA............P/N 13-18888............$79.95
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SPIDER MOUNT - MyPilotPro Spider is a
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small footprint and effective design allows
you to attach it to any non-porous surface
inside the cockpit. The Spider mount is
perfect for straight forward filming from the
windshield! Attaching the Spider mount
could not be easier, just simply put it where
you want and push on the top of each
suction cup. The suction cups are rated
to hold more than 7 times the weight of a
GoPro camera, GoPro camera case, and
the mount combined! Once you mount the
Spider, it’s there to stay until you release the suction by pulling on the
tabs. The Spider is compatible with all GoPro cameras. Made in the
USA..............................................................P/N 13-18889............$29.95

SPIDER SWIVEL MOUNT - MyPilotPro
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Spider Swivel is the ultimate cockpit GoPro
mount! It articulates in any angle and
direction to record your GoPro aviation
footage. It’s small footprint and effective
design allows you to attach it to any nonporous surface inside the cockpit. Attaching
the Spider Swivel mount could not be easier,
just simply put it where you want and push
on the top of each suction cup. The suction
cups are rated to hold 5 times the weight
of a GoPro camera, GoPro camera case,
and the mount combined! Once you mount the Spider Swivel, it’s there
to stay until you release the suction by pulling on the tabs. The Spider
Swivel is compatible with all GoPro cameras.
Made in the USA..........................................P/N 13-18890............$39.95
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FLIGHTCAM360
4CH VIDEO
FLIGHT RECORDER
4ch Digital Video Flight Recorder
with Audio and optional GPS, Wifi, or
WCDMA. All Audio/Video is captured
to an SD card (128Gb max) at D1
max resolution (720x480@30fps). Each camera (4 max) has it’s own
associated SD card. Audio is captured from the intercom panel with
a supplied audio cable. The Flight recorder can output video in single
channel or quad style format to any NTSC/PAL type monitor for live
viewing. Most EFIS units today accept this type of video format as an
input. The flight recorder can be configured to record with aircraft power
applied, motion activation, or alarm triggers. This is a compact rugged
package that makes it convenient for evidence collection activities,
training system, or reliable scenic video capture package.
Standard.......................................................P/N 11-14283..........$865.95
with GPS......................................................P/N 11-14284..........$962.95
with WiFi or 3G WCDMA..............................P/N 11-14285.......$1,058.00

FLIGHTCAM360 VIDEO FLIGHT
RECORDER POD CAMERA
FlightCam360 Video Flight Recorder
Pod Camera. • Sony color ccd 700
scan-line optics • Waterproof • 12v
operation (power regulation needed) •
Aerodynamic aluminum POD mount •
POD mount has internal eyeball style
swivel capabilities • Camera features
interchangeable lenses to provide
different FOV and depth of field.
P/N 11-14286..........$386.00

FLIGHTCAM360 4 CAM HD
LIVE VIDEO SYSTEM
Flightcam360 4Cam HD wireless
waterproof LIVE Streaming Video
System with 4000mAh Li Poly battery
(8hrs record time, 15hrs standby).
• 1080p60 / 720p120 / 480p240 • 32Gb
micro SD card max • 120 degree FOV
lens (flat horizon, non-fisheye) • 100ft
5.8ghz wireless video streaming to
7” LCD NON-WIFI (Multiple wireless
monitors can be added to system
for passenger/copilot live viewing)
• 2.4ghz control system for on/off and
start/stop recording NON-WIFI • Still
frame camera burst mode (12MP) • 4x wireless zoom in/out control • 4
point mounting configuration (1/4-20 universal standard) • Wireless pan
base compatible...........................................P/N 11-14120.......$2,695.00

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE NFLIGHT ACCESSORIES.

360FLY 4K SURROUND VIDEO
The 360fly 4K combines a powerful
16-megapixel image sensor with
innovative smart camera features
— First-Person POV, Motion/Audio
Active, Time-Lapse Mode — that
redefine what a camera is and does.
Water resistant to 1 atm (around
34’), dustproof and shockproof, the
360fly 4K features 64 GB of internal
memory and built-in telemetry sensors,
including an e-compass and nonassisted GPS. With its brilliant 360°
4K output, the 360fly 4K adds over 6
million pixels, increasing sharpness
and saturation in a full 360° x 240° field of view. It comes with everything
you need to start capturing and sharing all of life in incredibly rich detail
with ease......................................................P/N 11-14570..........$499.99

ACCESSORIES
Description
360fly Low Profile Suction Cup Mount Black
360fly Bike Mount Black
360fly Vented Helmet Mount Black
360fly Mobile Vr Headset
360fly Adapter For Quicktwist To 1/4-20
a360fly Action Camera Adapter Black

WWW.AIRCRAFTSPRUCE.COM

Part No.
11-14664
11-14665
11-14666
11-14668
11-14669
11-14670

Price
$39.99
$29.99
$24.99
$49.99
$19.99
$29.75

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

